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Chapterr 2 

Emotionn theory and measurement 

Inn this chapter a short review of the psychological literature on emotions is given. 

Becausee emotion research has become an established field in psychology, with for 

examplee its own societies and journals, the emotion literature has become vast. 

Obviously,, there is some need to be selective. The object is to highlight some important 

featuress of emotions (1) which appear to be interesting from the viewpoint of economic 

decision-making,, and (2) on which there seems to be consensus in the literature. 

Consequently,, the picture of emotions that is sketched in this chapter is incomplete and 

somewhatt biased towards the behavioral aspects of emotion. For more extensive reviews 

seee Ekman & Davidson (1994), Frijda (1986, 1988), Lazarus (1994), or Picard (1997). 

Thee organization of this chapter is as follows. In 2.1 it is discussed what emotions are. In 

2.22 some important aspects of emotions are highlighted. Finally, in 2.3 it is discussed 

howw emotions can be measured and why self-reports have been chosen as a measurement 

instrumentt in this thesis. 

2.11 What are emotions? 

Emotionss typically arise when one evaluates an event as relevant for one's concerns or 

preferences.. If concerns are promoted, positive emotions result. If concerns are damaged, 

negativee emotions arise. Positive emotions, like joy or relief, are experienced as 

pleasurablee whereas negative emotions, such as anger or sadness, are experienced as 

painful.. Emotions thus have a direct hedonic impact (cf Loewenstein, 1996). An 

importantt feature of emotions is that they are "cognitively impenetrable": one cannot 

choosee to have or not have emotions, given certain stimuli or events that are relevant for 

one'ss concerns (Frijda, 1986, p.468). In the emotion literature, there appear to be two 

wayss to define emotions. First, emotions can be defined in terms of action tendency 
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(bodilyy components). Second, emotions can be defined in terms of their eliciting 

conditionss (mental components). 

ActionAction tendency 

Actionn tendency is the urge to execute a particular form of action (Frijda, 1986; Lazarus, 

1991).. In this definition, the subject's relation with the environment plays an essential 

role:: "Emotions, then, can be defined as modes of relational action readiness, either in the 

formm of tendencies to establish, maintain, or disrupt a relationship with the environment 

orr in the form of relational readiness as such"(Frijda, 1986, p.71). For example, the action 

tendencyy of anger is to attack the person who is responsible for one's misery, and that of 

fearr is to escape from or avoid the person or situation one expects to be harmful. For 

somee emotions, for example sadness, the change in action readiness is best described as 

"unreadiness""  as such or "nonbehavior". In this case the subject withdraws and typically 

losess interest in the things surrounding him or her. Note that the action tendency is 

definedd by its end result aimed at or achieved. The end result can typically be inferred 

fromm what Frijda calls the "flexibilit y of expressive behavior", such as facial expressions, 

vocall  expressions, and bodily postures. 

Thee most important feature of changes in action readiness, and thus emotions, is 

controll  precedence. "Action tendencies have the character of urges or impulses. Action 

tendenciess - and action readiness changes generally - clamor for attention and for 

execution.. (...) Evidently, then, action tendencies are programs that have a place of 

precedencee in the control of action and of information processing. We therefore say: 

Actionn tendencies - action readiness changes generally - have the feature of control 

precedence"precedence"{Frijda,{Frijda, 1986, p.78). Whether or not an action tendency results in action 

dependss on the so-called regulation phase where the consequences of executing an action 

tendencyy are evaluated. Regulation can suppress as well as amplify emotional urges.' 

Sociall  norms are considered to play a very important role in the regulation phase. 

Considerr for example a married man who has romantic feelings for another woman. The 

actionn tendency of love is to approach the person one has feelings for. The married man, 

however,, may not give in to his urges because of the social norm that says it is 

11 Frijda (1986, p. 401); Lazarus (1991, p. 114). 
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inappropriatee for married people to have affairs. In this example the norm inhibits the 

actionn tendency. There are other instances where the norm augments or justifies the 

actionn tendency. For example, when one is intentionally injured or insulted, one should 

reactt to the person who is responsible. The response should be in line with the standard of 

whatt is appropriate in such a case, which may vary from community to community (see 

Averilll  1982, for a discussion about social norms related to anger). If, however, the 

intensityy of an emotion is very strong it may surpass what Frijda calls "regulation 

thresholds""  or "points of no return". 

ElicitingEliciting conditions 

Thee second way in which emotions can be defined is in terms of their eliciting conditions. 

Looselyy speaking, emotions are what causes them. Ortony et al. (1988) developed a 

theoryy about the cognitive structure of emotions. They explain individual emotions and 

theirr intensity in terms of their cognitive antecedents. Figure 2.1 depicts the structure of 

emotionss in their theory. It is assumed that individuals have a valenced (i.e. positive or 

negative)) reaction to consequences of events, actions of agents, or aspects of objects, that 

aree of concern to them (see top of the tree). Further down the tree, the eliciting conditions 

becomee more specified. For example, are the consequences of an event relevant to the 

individuall  or to others? Are the consequences desirable or undesirable? Ultimately, 

Ortonyy et al. distinguish six emotion types, with two or more individual emotions within 

eachh type. The emotion anger, for example, is a compound of the well-being and 

attributionn type. It is defined as the action of another person that is disapproved of and 

thatt has undesirable consequences for the individual itself. Shame, for example, is 

definedd as an action by oneself that one disapproves of. Finally, note that the tree in 

figuree 1 is about the logical structure of cognition and does not necessarily reflect the 

temporall  order in which cognition takes place. 
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Figuree 2 .1 . The cognit ive structure of emotions (reprinted from Ortony et al. (1988) with the 

permissionn of Cambridge University Press) 
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2.22 Some important aspects of emotions 
Intensity Intensity 

Thee determinants of emotional intensity can be divided into two categories. First, there 

aree so-called global variables that influence the intensity of all emotions. The importance 

off  the relevant concerns or goals is a global variable of intensity. The more is at stake, 

thee higher is the emotional intensity (Frijda, 1986, p. 290). Another global variable often 

mentionedd in the literature is unexpectedness (Frijda, 1986, p.291; Ortony et al., 1988, p. 

60).. The less an emotion eliciting event is expected, the higher emotional intensity. The 

nextt global variable discussed in the literature concerns the level of arousal of the central 

nervouss system prior to the emotion eliciting event. For example, a person who is already 

irritatedd (aroused), reacts stronger to a provoking event than a person who is calm and not 

arousedd at all. Finally, sense of reality (how 'real' is the emotion eliciting event for the 

individual?)) and proximity (psychological distance of the emotion eliciting event, be it 

temporal,, spatial, or any other kind) are considered to be relevant global variables of 

emotionall  intensity (Ortony et al). 

Thee second category of determinants of emotional intensity is formed by so-called 

locall  variables which are relevant for a particular emotion or subset of emotions only 

(Ortonyy et al.). For example, the intensity of fear and hope, which are prospect based 

emotions,, depends on the likelihood of the emotion eliciting event. Other local variables 

thatt are mentioned by Ortony et al. include the degree of judged blameworthiness (e.g. 

shame,, anger), expended mental or physical effort (e.g. disappointment, gratification), 

andd familiarity (liking, love). 

Duration Duration 

Closelyy related to intensity, is the duration of an emotion. There is consensus that 

emotionss are of relatively brief duration but researchers disagree about the exact 

definitionn of the word 'brief'. According to Frijda (1986, p. 41) "Emotional responses 

typicallyy are phasic responses: They have a more or less well-defined onset and 

termination".. Later research of Frijda et al. (1991) suggests that emotions can last 

betweenn 5 seconds and several hours. Ekman (1992), however, proposes "that emotions 

aree typically a matter of seconds not minutes or hours" but notes that the evidence is 

9 9 
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preliminary.. The issue is complicated by the fact that researchers have no agreement on 

whichh aspect of emotion must be considered to determine its duration. Whereas Frijda et 

al.. rely on self-reports of experienced emotion, Ekman believes motor behavior is 

probablyy a better index. Part of the controversy, however, can be explained by the fact 

thatt the same emotion is often being repeatedly elicited.2 Consider, for example, an 

infatuatedd person who frequently fantasizes about some loved object. Every time he or 

shee thinks about the loved object, the emotion love arises. Although the emotion itself 

mayy last for seconds only, the infatuated person may, because of all the repetitions, 

subjectivelyy experience it as a more or less continuous, unitary state of mind. 

AffectAffect and mood 

Affectt commonly refers to the subjective experience of an emotion which is felt as either 

pleasantt or unpleasant (Lazarus, 1991, p.36; Frijda, 1994, p. 199). Mood and emotion are 

termss that are often used interchangeably, both by psychologists and lay people. 

Althoughh emotion theorists do not agree on what exactly distinguishes mood from 

emotion,, there appear to be some notable differences. Mood, in contrast to an emotion, is 

nott object focused. Emotions are always about something. I am angry with my boss 

becausee he did not give me that promotion, or I am disappointed because my friend did 

nott offer his help when I needed it. Moods, on the other hand, are much more diffuse and 

typicallyy lack any specific object (Frijda, 1994). Some theorists, however, suggest that 

thee object of mood can be the "larger, pervasive, existential issues of one's Iife"(Lazarus, 

1991,, p.48). Finally, Davidson (1994) points out that emotion and mood have different 

functions.. Emotions typically arise in situations where adaptive action is required, and 

theirr primary function is to modulate or bias action. The primary function of mood, on 

thee other hand, is to modulate or bias information processing. For example, a depressed 

moodd facilitates the retrieval of sad memories and impairs the retrieval of good 

memories.. Davidson stresses that emotions and mood interact in important ways: 

Thiss controversy appears to be a matter of definition rather than of empirics. The observation that an 
emotion,, once generated, often gives rise to thoughts that in turn trigger the same emotion again, and so 
forth,, is not disputed. Whereas Ekman believes the appropriate unit of analysis should be the emotion sec, 
Frijdaa et al. believe it should be the chain of successive emotions, that is, the chain of successive appraisals 
andd felt forms of action readiness. 

10 0 
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"Emotionss can lead to particular moods and moods alter the probability that particular 

emotionss will be triggered (p. 53)". 

SocialSocial behavior 

Accordingg to Isen (1999) it is now well established that positive affect promotes helpful, 

friendly,, and socially responsible behavior. For example, in one study of Isen (1999, see 

referencess therein) positive affect is induced by letting people unexpectedly find a dime 

inn a public telephone booth. Subsequently, they are asked to help a stranger who 

accidentallyy drops a sheaf of papers when passing by. It is found that people in whom 

positivee affect is induced (those who find a dime) are more willing to help than those who 

doo not find a dime. One may be inclined to think that the effect of negative affect is 

oppositee to that of positive affect. However, according to Isen (1999, p.524) this is not 

thee case: "The research literature on the influence of affect, however, indicates that 

positivee affect and negative feelings are not usually symmetrical or parallel in their 

effects.. This is true for their impacts on both social behavior and cognition". An 

interestingg question is why positive affect leads to more social behavior. There is 

evidencee that positive affect influences behavior through the processing of information in 

memory,, to which we will turn below. 

Memory,Memory, attention, and learning 

Theree is consensus about the mediating role of memory between mood and matters like 

perception,, judgment and behavior (Morris, 1989). There are two ways in which mood 

mayy affect memory. First, mood may influence the ease and success with which material 

iss encoded into, or retrieved from, memory. There is some evidence that bad moods 

compromisee the performance on memory tasks (see Morris for references). Second, mood 

mayy influence memory through selection and bias. A lot of empirical and theoretical 

researchh has centered on this last issue. A first way how mood may bias memory is 

throughh state dependency. The idea is that events experienced in a particular 

psychologicall  state can be better remembered in that same state. This idea originally 

comess from Bower (1981) who developed a network model of memory. There is 

evidencee that the effect of state dependency on memory is most pronounced for drug 
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inducedd states (see Morris for references). Another way in which mood may bias memory 

iss through what is often referred to as "mood congruency". The idea is "that people in a 

givenn emotional or mood state attend more to stimulus events, objects, or situations that 

aree affectively congruent with their emotional state" (Bower, 1994, p. 305). Thus, happy 

peoplee are inclined to store or remember relatively pleasant material whereas sad people 

aree biased towards storing or remembering unpleasant things. For a more elaborate 

discussionn on mood-state dependency and mood-congruency (including some theoretical 

problems),, the reader is referred to Morris (1989). 

AA last effect of mood mediated by memory that is discussed here concerns 

learning.. Bower (1994) argues that learning is primarily driven by expectation failure. 

Whenn things do not turn out as we expect them to, we need to learn and update our 

beliefss about the world. Expectation failures are often the cause of emotional distress. 

Suchh distress, however, may be beneficial in a number of ways. First, it motivates us to 

removee a blockage of our goals. For example, the businessman who missed his plane to 

ann important meeting may be motivated to arrange some alternative way of transport. 

Second,, emotional distress motivates us to allocate more resources to understanding why 

ourr beliefs were wrong. It forces us to learn and update our beliefs. Finally, emotional 

distresss has a repetitive character in the sense that the same event is relived again and 

againn in working memory. Such repetitions ultimately strengthen the memory of the 

eventt that caused the emotional distress in the first place.3 An extreme case of such 

repetitionss are the traumatic flash-backs of victims who suffer from post-traumatic stress 

disorder. . 

Finally,, it appears that emotional memory has a unique neural organization 

(Ledoux,, 1994). Memory usually refers to our ability to consciously reflect on past 

experiences.. This form of memory is known as explicit or declarative memory. There is 

evidencee that the hippocampal formation is an essential component of this memory 

system.. Emotional memory, however, is not related to the hippocampal but critically 

dependss on the amygdala. According to Ledoux explicit and emotional memory can be 

Bowerr notes that emotion does not enhance memory for all details of an arousing scene. It appears that 
somee focal components are selectively stored but that this is at the expense of memory of some more 
peripherall  details. 
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consideredd as distinct brain systems that operate simultaneously and parallel during 

experiences. . 

AttributionAttribution and the formation of expectations 

Inn general, people have a tendency to attribute personal successes differently than 

personall  failures. Successes are seen as the result of one's own ability or talent whereas 

failuress are subscribed to the environment that, by definition, is beyond one's own 

control.. This phenomenon, referred to as the self-serving bias, appears to be quite robust. 

Theree have been a few studies on the effects of emotion on attribution (see Moore et al., 

1984,, for a review). It appears that sad subjects take more personal responsibility for both 

successess and failures than subjects in a neutral or happy state of mind. Furthermore, it 

appearss when subjects must estimate their performance of some ambiguous task, sad 

individualss react more pessimistically to feedback about their performance than happy or 

controll  subjects do. Apparently, sadness predisposes one toward negative self-referential 

information,, but also predisposes one to take credit for successes more easily 

(presumablyy as a way to alleviate the sadness). 

Finally,, it has been found that mood influences the probability assessments that 

peoplee make (Nygren et al, 1996; Mayer et al., 1992). People in a positive state typically 

overestimatee the likelihood of positive events and underestimate the likelihood of 

negativee events. Furthermore, people in a positive state have been found to be more risk 

aversivee than people in a neutral state (Isen & Geva, 1987; Nygren et al., 1996). 

Accordingg to Nygren et al. people in a positive state focus on the outcome of a risky 

choicee and try to avoid losses whereas people in a neutral state pay more attention to 

probability. . 

2.33 Measurement 

Ass Lazarus (1991, p. 437) points out, one of the most difficult issues in emotion research 

iss how to measure emotions. In principle, there are three aspects of emotions, which can 

bee measured: behavioral changes, physiological changes, and subjective emotional 

experience.. The most important behavioral cues of emotion are facial expressions and 
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changess in the pitch of voice. Facial expressions have always played an important role in 

thee study of emotions. By studying the facial expressions and postures of both humans 

andd animals, Darwin (1872) concluded that the facial expressions of emotions are 

universal.. Recent research by Ekman (1992) has confirmed this conclusion: 

Thee strongest evidence for distinguishing one emotion from another 
comess from research on facial expressions. There is robust, consistent 
evidencee of a distinctive, universal facial expression for anger, fear, 
enjoyment,, sadness, and disgust. This evidence is based not just on high 
agreementt across literate and preliterate cultures in the labelling of what 
thesee expressions signal, but also from studies of the actual expression of 
emotions,, both deliberate and spontaneous, and the association of 
expressionss with social interactive contexts (p. 175-6). 

Althoughh there is agreement that the face constitutes a rich source of information about a 

person'ss emotional state, relying on facial expression only to measure emotion is 

problematicc according to some researchers. For example, Lazarus (1991, p.70) argues 

thatt some emotions, for example guilt and shame, do not have a universal facial 

expression.. Another complication is that many cultures have so-called display rules, 

whichh are social norms about who can show which emotion under what condition. 

Furthermore,, the methods that have been developed for coding the facial action are 

complicatedd and time consuming. 

Anotherr important source of information about a person's emotional state is the 

pitchh of voice. Pittam & Scherer (1993) review the literature on this behavioral aspect of 

emotion,, and conclude that vocal cues appear to be a particular good indicator of (high) 

arousall  (e.g. fear, anger, elation) but not so much of individual emotions. 

Emotionss typically go along with a number of physiological changes. These can 

bee reactions of the autonomous nervous system (e.g. changes in blood pressure, heart 

rate,, respiration, skin conductance), hormonal patterns (e.g. secretion of testosterone, 

Cortisol),, and neural response (e.g. those reflected in the electroencephalogram (EEG)). 

Mostt research has centered on the autonomous patterns. Cacioppo et al. (1993) and Frijda 

(1986)) review a great number of studies and conclude that it is hard to differentiate 

individuall  emotions based on autonomous responses. Also modern neuroimaging 

proceduress are as yet not able to discriminate between individual emotions (Panksepp, 
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1994).. However, the research that has been done in this area seems quite promising. 

Accordingg to Panksepp "there are good reasons to anticipate much greater behavioral and 

affectivee specificity in emotional circuits of the brain than in the autonomic and hormonal 

responsess they control (p.259)". 

Thee last important source of information about a person's emotional state is the 

subjectivee experience of the person itself. Basically, emotional experience can take three 

differentt forms. First, one can be aware of situations as relevant, urgent, and meaningful 

withh respect to ways of dealing with it. Frijda (1986) speaks here of 'situational meaning 

structure'.. If, for example, a situation is appraised as a threat and one doubts it can be 

countered,, fear is the result. Second, one can be aware of action tendency. If one's goals 

aree blocked by another person, one may experience the urge to react against the person 

responsible.. Finally, one can be aware of the responses of the autonomic nervous system, 

suchh as changes in heart rate, sweating, glowing, blushing, etc. The most widely used 

methodd for measuring subjective experience has been the use of emotion words (or 

scenarios)) in combination with intensity rating scales. Potential problems of this method 

includee errors of memory, self-deception, individual differences in lexical meanings, and 

sociall  desirability (for references to reviews of emotion measurements, see Lazarus 

(1991,p.450)). . 

Althoughh assessing emotions with the help of self-reports may seem problematic 

too some economists, emotion theorists think it is a valuable method of measurement. 

Accordingg to Ortony et al. (1988, p. 9), for example, "There is as yet no known objective 

measuree that can conclusively establish that a person is experiencing some particular 

emotion,, just as there is no known way of establishing that a person is experiencing some 

particularr color. In practice, however, this does not normally constitute a problem 

becausee we are willing to treat people's reports of their emotions as valid. Because 

emotionss are subjective experiences, like the sensation of color or pain, people have 

directt access to them, so that if a person is experiencing fear, for example, that person 

cannott be mistaken about the fact that he or she is experiencing fear". 

Too conclude, emotions can be measured in terms of behavior, physiology, or 

subjectivee emotional experience. Emotion researchers agree that each form of 

measurementt has its limitations and the assessment of emotions should ideally make use 
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off  as many types of variables as possible. Given these limitations, assessment of the 

subjectivee experience with the help of self-reports is the most widely used method and 

generallyy considered to be valuable and useful. 

MeasurementMeasurement in this thesis 

Inn the experiments of this thesis emotions are measured with self-reports by giving 

subjectss a list of emotion names and ask them to report the intensity of each emotion on a 

scalee of 1 (no emotion) to 7 (high intensity). The list typically consists of a variety of 

emotionn names - including emotions that theoretically may not be important in the 

decisionn problems at hand - in order to avoid that subjects are driven into a particular 

directionn when reporting their experienced emotions.4 We have chosen this particular 

instrumentt for the following reasons. First, as discussed above, emotion researchers find 

self-reportss a valuable and useful instrument for assessing experienced emotions. The 

instrumentss that measure the behavioral or physiological changes of emotions are less 

appealingg because they are not always able to differentiate between individual emotions. 

Somee of the potential problems of self-reports, like error of memory or social desirability, 

aree minimized in our experiments because emotions are assessed anonymously and 

immediatelyy after some emotion inducing event takes place.5 Second, self-reports are 

cheap,, efficient, and easy to implement in economic experiments where typically 

betweenn 20 and 30 subjects participate at the same time. Some physiological 

measurementt instruments of emotion (e.g. the procedures for neuroimaging) cannot be 

implementedd in the economic laboratory at all, whereas other instruments can only be 

usedd for a rather small number of subjects at a time (mainly because these instruments are 

expensivee to acquire). Third, the use of self-reports is not necessarily at the expense of 

Becausee emotion researchers typically distinguish more negative than positive emotions, the number of 
positivee emotions that are assessed with the self-reports is much smaller than the number of negative 
emotions.. From an evolutionary point of view it seems understandable that there are more negative 
emotions.. As discussed in 2.1., emotions are programs that have a place of precedence in the control of 
actionn and of information processing. They serve the individual in situations where a swift response is 
requiredd but where there is no time to think. These situations are typically negative, in the sense that the 
individual'ss concerns are damaged or foreseen to be damaged. 
55 An exception is the experiment reported in chapter 5 where emotions were not only measured 
immediatelyy after an emotion inducing event but also after a one-hour break. However, when they were 
measuredd after the break, subjects were asked to report the emotions they were experiencing at that 
particularr moment. So, also in this experiment error of memory does not constitute a problem. 
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experimentall  control. Because it is possible to assess emotions directly after subjects 

havee made a decision, the assessment itself need not affect behavior. This cannot be said 

off  most of the instruments that measure the behavioral or physiological aspects of 

emotion.. When, for example, autonomic responses are measured (e.g. heart rate, galvanic 

skinn response) the measurement should start some time before a decision is made in order 

too obtain some reference point. In that case the measurement procedure can affect 

decision-makingg because subjects may react to the measurement procedure itself (e.g. 

becomee nervous, excited) or may become aware of what the experimenter is interested in 

and,, by reflecting on that, change their behavior. Furthermore, as noted above, the 

physiologicall  measurement instruments of emotion are not particularly suited for 

experimentss with a relatively large number of participants. By using these instruments 

withh rather few subjects per experimental session the experimenter again may lose 

controll  because subjects could believe their decisions are not taken anonymously. 
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